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Q1)  What does superBCF use to determine which particular BCF I should call? Each BCF has a different 

connection configuration and architecture. 

A. Custom Node Identifier allows A2B software stack to determine, at run-time, whether the nodes 

are physically connected in the expected order so that right configuration is applied to the node. 

This enables system integrators to uniquely identify and authenticate a Node in an A2B network. 

User can set unique ID for a node in an attached I2C enabled Memory device such as an EEPROM 

attached or by setting unique combination of A2B Transceiver GPIO pin(s) and levels (low/high) 

or even store in an attached processor memory. The Custom ID information (as set in the 

hardware) shall be provided in Sigma Studio so that it is used for A2B node validation during the 

discovery process.  

Custom Node Identifier can be set from the Node’s ‘Device Properties->General View->ID’ tab. 

B. Use ‘GPIO Pins’ option when A2B Transceiver GPIO pins are used for Custom Node Identification. 

Specify transceiver GPIO Pins and their level (high/low) to be matched on the actual hardware 

during A2B discovery process. A GPIO pin not used for Node Identification shall be set to ‘IGNORE’. 

C. Custom Node Identifier request message to the slave node over A2B Mailbox, using A2B Stack’s 

Communication channel module. The slave node processor, running the Communication channel 

instance, is expected to handle the request message and respond with its Custom ID as set in 

Sigma Studio before the ‘Timeout’ period. The ‘Timeout’ field specifies the time in milliseconds 

before which the slave node must respond with its custom Node ID. If the slave node fails to 

respond after ‘number of Retries’ or responds with an invalid ID, then Sigma Studio aborts 

discovery. 

D. Auto Configuration of Network: 

A complete A2B network can be configured using the information stored in a memory device 

 that is directly connected to the Host processor via I2C. Such memory device shall use device 

 address 0x50 (7-bit) and accessible directly to the Host processor over I2C. Upon boot, the host 

 processor can read this information to automatically configure the complete A2B network i.e., 

 master and slave A2B Transceivers, network and slave node peripheral devices without any prior 

 knowledge of the network 

• Storing Network Configuration: one can store the network configuration 

information into a memory device by saving the Schematic into an EEPROM 

connected to ECU. This can be done by right clicking on the Target processor and 

selecting ‘Save Schematic in EEPROM’. Also, there is a provision to export the 

information into an XML/ Dat file as shown in Figure 30. These files can be input 

to custom EEPROM programming utilities. 

• Loading Network Configuration: To specify A2B stack running on the Target 

processor can load the network wide configuration from EEPROM ensure to 



define the macro ‘A2B_FEATURE_EEPROM_OR_FILE_PROCESSING’ and 

‘A2B_BCF_FROM_SOC_EEPROM’ and undefined ‘ADI_SIGMASTUDIO_BCF’ in 

.\Target\examples\demo\a2b-xx\a2bstack-pal\platform\a2b\features.h. 

    

Q2) At present, all our slave nodes are the same: 4 PDM MIC + AD2428, but with superBCF, there is always 

one slaver node missing. For example, my hardware is clearly connected to 4 Slavers, but there are only 3 slaver 

nodes. I suspect that an incorrect BCF was called (such as the three Slaver architectures I configured), since the 

node architectures are exactly the same, so locating the problem is a bit difficult. Because the superBCF config 

file is exported directly into the compilation. 

There is an option to set one of the inputs BCF file as ‘Default’. This means the file set as default will  be used 

to configure the A2B network when the order of the physically connected A2B nodes does  not match with 

any of the other input BCF files. The Default BCF file defines the ‘Limp home’ mode  behavior of the network 

when the nodes in the network are out of order.  So, just check the network  configurations settings in 

case any .bcf files are selected as default, making the configurations fail. 

Q3) What is the difference between Multi BCF and super BCF? We are now using super BCF to deal with 

this call problem. Can we use multi BCF or multi BCF can only be used by multiple 2428 hosts? 

• Multi Master Bus Configuration File: The multi master Bus configuration file is like BCF 

except that multiple A2B masters (parallel A2B Buses) are represented in the single BCF 

structure. If single Target processors control multiple A2B networks, this option can be 

used where individual master-slave chains are aggregated to form single structure. Unlike 

Super BCF, all the configurations are active once the network is set up. 

• A Super BCF file provides the ability to shift the order of nodes in an A2B network for 

different systems/configurations without the need to change the Target software. This 

requires Custom Node IDs to be set in each node.  

Each verified A2B schematic a BCF XML file shall be exported which then can be merged 

 into a single Super BCF using the option shown in Figure 35. The generated Super BCF .C 

 file shall be used in the Target software. 
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